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Foreword

I THOUGHT ABOUT IT A lot during the pandemic:
What could have prepared us for this? Individually— mentally, emo-

tionally, spiritually. What could have strengthened me for this kind 
of fear, frustration, and life disruption? It wasn’t that I wanted to con-
quer and subdue this debilitating season, but I just felt so incredibly 
unprepared and unchained. Maybe more so than anyone around me.

I was starting to realize that all of the things that I had feared hap-
pening in 2020 didn’t matter anymore because they’d been eclipsed by 
this GINORMOUS PROBLEM that was collectively plaguing every 
person around me.

And all the hours I’d spent my mental, emotional, and spiritual 
energy fearing other things? They’d honestly probably weakened my 
capacity to respond when the world goes awry faithfully. The days I 
wasted wringing my hands, hyper- planning each moment and trading 
being present for having a perfect strategy— that would ultimately not 
come to fruition— goodness. I had so much regret about the state of 
my soul at the beginning of the pandemic.

2 Timothy tells us to be prepared in and out of seasons and I just 
felt so caught off guard; so unfit for the fight ahead.

Why am I writing a foreword for a book about celebration with 
such downer thoughts? I promise, I’m going somewhere. Because I 
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think this book has the power to not only encourage and exhort us, 
but also to change our spiritual and physical lives.

On those dark days, when I wondered what could have prepared 
me for this . . . one word kept cropping up: celebration.

I think seizing every moment to take joy when it was available 
would have empowered me in a whole new way. I believe more danc-
ing in grace, receiving affirmation, letting my hopes get up in the 
kingdom and its impact here on earth would have been to my benefit 
when all of the wheels fell off.

I wish I’d celebrated more. I wish I would have gotten in the habit 
of asking: What if it’s wonderful?. I honestly wish I’d already read this 
book from my friend Nicole.

But now I know, and now I’m following her as she follows God to 
celebration. And there’s no doubt in my mind I’ll be better prepared 
for the inevitable pain, pressure, and disruptions that lie ahead in my 
life. I’m ready to seize the light, the beauty, the words of life, and the 
hope around me because pushing it away is not life- giving and it’s not 
making me any stronger anyhow. In Jesus’ name.

—  Jess Connolly

Author of You Are the Girl for the Job
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You’re Invited

We praise you, O God,
for light in darkness,
for bonfires and beacons,
for hope and companionship
and bright waystations
on our journey.

“Liturgy for the Enjoyment of Bonfires in the Night,” 
Douglas Kaine McKelvey, Every Moment Holy 

THE SUN WINKS THROUGH THE clouds, creating a spotlight on our front 
yard. The sky bleaches from blue to white, warming to pink on the 
horizon, and the sullen sea lies flat in the distance after a churning 
August thunderstorm. I hear waves knocking against sailboats as they 
cut through the river to the sound. It’s a faint hum but I am attuned 
to it. Flip- flops slap on the damp pavement— the blissful anthem of 
neighbors re- emerging to the day after the rain and making their 
way back to our neighborhood beach or to Brendan’s, an ice cream 
shop that caters to the nostalgia of a time gone by. New Englanders 
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insist upon savoring and celebrating summer, and I am becoming one 
of them.

My husband, Jimmy, is arranging wood in our firepit with preci-
sion, as if playing a game of Jenga, while I shove a variety of drinks into 
a bucket of ice: lemonade, several flavors of sparkling water, and some 
beer and wine for the adults. A large tray of s’mores supplies— dozens 
of graham crackers, king- size chocolate bars, marshmallows, and a 
large jar of peanut butter (I’ve learned this is an essential ingredient 
for some)— is displayed on our front porch.

Since the beginning of summer, we have held a Saturday night 
tradition of making s’mores at the firepit in our front yard. We provide 
refreshments, s’mores fixings, and lawn games. Sometimes I add large 
bowls of freshly picked berries that stain our fingers red and purple, 
sugar snap peas from our latest farmer’s market haul, or buckets of 
fuzzy peaches.

No one is invited, and everyone is invited. What I mean is, there 
is no specific guest list or calls made, telling people to come over at 
a specific time. But neighbors, friends of neighbors who are visiting 
from out of town, or anyone who happens to be passing by on their 
walking route is invited to our weekly front yard party. Some quickly 
grab a drink before proceeding with their walk. Others find their way 
to one of the Adirondack chairs surrounding our firepit and share their 
stories, chatting and laughing with us and watching the fire’s embers 
twirl toward the stars.

As we finish preparing our front yard, unsure of what this 
evening’s celebration will look like exactly, one neighbor— an elderly 
man— passes by with his golden retriever. The man slows his pace and 
says, “Hi! What are you celebrating?”

We are well rehearsed with this question. Sometimes we say, 
“Summer!” or “Saturday!” But today— as we answer most often— we 
say, “You!”

The man smiles. His eyes, the color of the amber glass of a beer 
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bottle, crinkle with obvious delight. He makes himself comfortable 
in an Adirondack chair, watching the smoke from the fire curl into 
the air and telling us his favorite tales about life in our neighborhood.

In the early days of this Saturday night tradition, the group that 
gathered was small— sometimes just Jimmy and me. It looked like 
we had prepared the festivities for a party that never materialized. 
But after several weeks, our front- yard firepit gathering turned into a 
celebration people have begun to anticipate. Some of our neighbors 
talk about the gathering and plan for it throughout their week. And 
I’ve even noticed a few walkers from other parts of town intentionally 
shift their routes to more consistently include our house on Saturday 
evening. Maybe they like the free sparkling water, but I think it’s the 
fellowship and the festivity of the ordinary that they crave and have 
come to count on each Saturday. I have grown to depend on this 
excitement too.

“So why are you doing this every week?” the man asks.
“Because celebration is changing everything for me,” I say.
These are words you would not have heard from me even a few 

years ago. Frankly, the idea of celebrating terrified me. Like so many 
others I had known— clients I had seen in my therapy practice, friends, 
family members— who had experienced prolonged seasons of hurt and 
disappointment, I had become highly suspicious of joy, afraid to hold 
God’s good gifts for fear that they would be snatched away. I was sure 
that celebration always came with a catch, so I became practiced in 
praying for the miracle while preparing to mourn.

But I was beginning to understand that this perspective was costly. 
I realized that much of the loss I had experienced in my life was not 
only the grief and disappointment itself, but also the joy I overlooked 
because I was too afraid to embrace it. I was missing out on delight in 
the present moment because I dreaded the pain I imagined the future 
would bring. I neglected connection in relationships because too often, 
I chose projects over people. And, I was missing the enduring joy of 
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deepening my relationship with God, often distracted with expecting 
more thrill from earthly victories, opportunities, and gifts than they 
were meant to give.

I also wondered about the purpose of celebration in our lives. 
Christians, at least the ones I stood shoulder to shoulder with through 
most seasons of my life, tended to emphasize other disciplines— like 
prayer, fasting, and the study of God’s Word— but were not particu-
larly disciplined about celebration. Without knowing it, I began to 
liken celebration to dessert: enjoyable, yes, but indulgent and unnec-
essary to the Christian life.

As a follower of Jesus, I had no trouble envisioning and embracing 
freedom in practices and virtues such as love, humility, service, faith, 
and even perseverance . . . but celebration? I had no imagination for 
how to actively pursue joy with reckless abandon. What did celebrat-
ing freely look like for someone who has put her trust in Jesus?

How does joy transform our hearts?
Can celebration help to smooth out the rough edges of our 

humanity? Can it grow us? Can it stretch us? Can exuberant cele-
bration whittle character within us? How does delight keep us tethered 
to the hope of Christ? And if we are brave enough to hold on to joy 
for even a little bit longer than we’ve dared before, will we find Christ 
holding on to us in our celebration too?

The answers may surprise you. And I think they will delight you.
I didn’t think I could be that person— the celebrator. This is what 

I know: finding the courage to celebrate is not a journey but a quest. 
A journey describes a passage of progress from one stage to another. 
There is a sense of openness as we wait to discover the meaning in 
our adventures and passively absorb joy along the way. I have nothing 
against journeys and have experienced many significant ones myself. 
But this book is not one of them. This is a quest— an active pursuit 
in search of something valuable and worthy of our attention. Because 
few among us simply drift toward joy.

YOU’RE INVITED
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During our time together we will need to make deliberate choices 
and take active steps in our quest toward finding the courage to cele-
brate. This might look like actually celebrating a win, trusting that 
God is as present in your joy as He is in your pain. Possibly, this will 
mean practicing celebration when you feel you don’t have a reason to 
do so— when your prayers are threadbare of hope. Maybe finding the 
courage to celebrate means highlighting points of progress— personal 
growth in an area of your life that you’ve identified needs intentional 
work. It may even mean celebrating an ending— the end of believing a 
lie that has wounded you for years or walking away from an opportu-
nity or relationship that feels good but is no longer right. It means that 
we are tenaciously searching for God’s glory in both our tears and our 
triumphs. Finding the courage to celebrate means understanding that 
our joy is merely an appetizer for the riches we have in Christ, and the 
story of our sorrow is never the last story that will be told.

As we consider our personal stories, explore God’s Word, and 
understand what current research says about celebration, we will . . .

• learn why embracing joy is not only possible, it is essential;
• get honest about our hesitancies and understand their

emotional roots, illuminating a path to less fear;
• confront toxic messages we have received about joy and rather

consider celebration as an avenue of growth and intimacy
with God;

• examine Scripture’s invitation to approach life with an
expectant heart and receptive posture as we embrace God’s
good gifts;

• and understand how to stay emotionally healthy and
spiritually alive in seasons of joy and celebration.

Most of the stories in this book are not the well- rehearsed “great-
est hits” that play well in speeches or toasts at a party. Some of the 

YOU’RE INVITED 
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accounts are monumental events, but many of them are what most of 
us would consider ordinary life: conversations, moments of everyday 
delight, or being surprised by joy in unexpected places. All of the 
pieces of my life that I share have had a strong hand in shaping me 
personally, in helping me find the courage to rejoice. My hope for you 
in this quest is that as you read my story you will see your own. The 
details will be different, but as fellow humans designed in the image 
of a celebratory God, we share the same invitation.

I’ve also included a discussion guide because I hope you will read 
this book in community. Celebration is both inward transformation 
and outward expression and has implications for our individual lives 
as well as our relationships.

Finally, I am praying for you. As I wrestled with this message, 
wrote it down, and prepared to share it with you, I felt burdened 
by the many friends, clients, and readers who have shared their own 
complicated relationship with celebration. I pray that this message 
transforms your heart and shapes your life in the way it has mine. I 
pray that you will accept the invitation to release your fears, choose 
joy, and find your God- given courage to celebrate.

YOU’RE INVITED
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PART I

RELEASE YOUR FEARS
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What If It’s Wonderful?

No one ever told me that grief felt so like fear.

C. S. Lewis

“WHAT IF HOPE ONLY LEADS me to disappointment again?” I asked, 
wearily.

The afternoon sun slid down the wall of the western sky, casting 
long, finger- like shadows across my friend Blair’s kitchen and pinking 
the light, making everything look sacred. I swiveled back and forth 
on a kitchen counter stool, my hair four days without shampoo, wear-
ing cut- off shorts and a navy blue T- shirt with “Ben Rector is my old 
friend” printed on the front— a purchase from one of his concerts I 
had recently attended and a statement I very much wished were true.

Blair had invited me over for tea on a Tuesday afternoon. She is 
a cozy friend and has a smile that can be seen from two blocks away. 
There are no subjects that are off- limits in our conversations, and I 
never have to explain myself. She understands the first time, even 
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when I don’t use words. It’s easy to remember I’m not alone when I’m 
with her. She is the friend we all long for in this life and the kind of 
friend we hope we are to others. Blair nodded, unafraid of my ques-
tion. Though her nod was one of allegiance, not of agreement. She 
had fought hard for me with her prayers and loved me fiercely through 
my hope and heartache. She understood what the fine print on the 
box of pregnancy tests never tells you: the emotional side effects. Of 
course, the emotional impact varies for each of us. I’d taken hundreds 
of tests, absolutely sure that I was pregnant, only to see a no, or one 
lonely pink line, emerge on the test, leaving me feeling discouraged 
and disappointed. Then, there was the elation of the yes, or two pos-
itively pink lines, that we had celebrated a handful of times, only to 
spend subsequent weeks being monitored at the doctor’s office and 
watching heartbeats slow to an eventual stop— our merriment ceasing.

Blair was one of the many faithful friends in Connecticut who had 
tenderly walked us through a season that was a bit of a potpourri of 
experiences and emotions for me and my husband, Jimmy.

In many ways, we were thriving. After five years of living in 
Connecticut, I now called this state “home” instead of merely consid-
ering it the place in which I happen to lay my head down each night. 
This was a process that resembled an adolescent dating relationship: 
fits and starts, passionate highs and dramatic lows, threats of calling 
it quits. But God was both patient and persistent in His pursuit of me 
in this place.

Jimmy and I had both grown professionally, working at jobs we 
enjoyed but consumed many of our hours. Jimmy commuted by train 
to New York City for his job at Disney, and I spent most of my waking 
hours in my role as a marriage and family therapist at a counseling 
agency in our town. I found this work to be fulfilling but still hoped 
to build a private practice of my own.

We had a strong community of friends— relationships that pushed 
through doors we are often taught to keep closed, helping us to explore 
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our stories with honesty and compassion, and walking each other for-
ward to new places of growth.

But thriving cannot only be measured by what you can see. 
Behind our smiles as we lived a life we loved, we were exhausted, 
grieved, and worried.

What was less obvious to many, but those close to us knew well, 
was the heartache of losing four babies to miscarriage. For the last 
several years, our days had been characterized by fertility doctor 
appointments, prayers of hope, prayers of lament, difficult decision- 
making, long phone calls to family, and tearful hugs with friends. 
Also, Jimmy and I grieved differently, which made us feel alone at 
times, though we were together, defending against the same heartache.

On one particularly painful day, after my doctor had called to 
deliver news that meant our baby would likely not make it, I sat on 
the floor of my office, my head leaning against the door and called my 
mentor Terry, a former graduate school professor and now dear friend 
in California. During our conversation he asked me a question that 
continues to be critical to my healing: “What has this cost you?” The 
question gave me permission to acknowledge and voice the additional 
losses connected to the main loss. The answers were dendritic, branch-
ing out in all directions, leaving no piece of our lives untouched. We 
felt disoriented in the death of dreams we carried for that child— 
visions that didn’t simply vanish in the light of our new reality. It took 
more effort than usual for Jimmy and me to remember that we were 
on the same team and still characters in a love story, though it looked 
different than we imagined or hoped it would. Prayers became painful. 
We knew that God could but also wondered if He would. We struggled 
to know how to celebrate friends who were pregnant and care for our-
selves too, knowing that statistically, their baby would probably make 
it and ours would likely not.

One of the most noticeable losses, at least to me, was the impact 
on my relationship with joy. The chronic loss had changed me and 
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the way I interacted with the people and events in my life. Life felt 
unsafe— not physically per se but emotionally and even spiritually. I 
had become a person who was not easily delighted and entered quickly 
into a spirit of disaster. I didn’t want this to be true about me, but I 
was terrified that hope would make a fool of me. I knew that God’s 
power was not contained within the limits of my imagination, but I 
no longer felt brave enough to dream. I felt convinced that possibility 
was only an avenue that would lead to pain. And I was certain that 
celebration— if I were to receive good news— could not be trusted.

There are many faces of self- preservation when life feels unsafe— 
behaviors we use as a shield to protect ourselves from pain. You might 
blame someone else, thinking of all the ways the other person could be 
different so that you might feel okay. You could anesthetize your pain 
by binging on pleasures that numb but do not satisfy such as television, 
food, or online shopping, only to confront the same pain when the 
credits roll, the plate is scraped clear, or the bill comes. Or maybe you 
cope with your pain by becoming your own merciless critic, refusing 
to see, let alone name, anything good in yourself.

For me, when life begins to feel perilous, I mostly rely on control 
to keep the plates spinning. I imagine the worst possible outcome for 
an event and decide that this tragic scenario is actually my reality. In 
my profession we call this catastrophizing. I do this in hopes that no 
pain will surprise me. The problem here, of course, is that I not only 
anticipate the worst- case scenario, I live it in my mind. Some might 
even say that I choose it. This refusal of hope, joy, and celebration 
may not sound like control as we typically define it, but that’s what 
it is— managing my emotions and becoming invulnerable to life and 
all its gorgeously vibrant emotion in the process. Other voices, like 
God’s Word and the kind encouragement from people who love me, 
try to assuage my fears, inject hope into my heart, and allow me to 
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borrow the courage I need to celebrate the joy in my life. I experience 
the truth as a balm for my fear- sick soul as I hear it in the moment. 
But the unfortunate fact is that the voice we hear the loudest and most 
often is the voice inside our own heads, which means that kind words 
from the outside remain just that: sweet sentiments that are easy for 
me to dismiss.

Still, there is a difference between feelings being real and feelings 
being true. I knew that the truest story I could tell myself, if I had 
the courage to tell it, was that God loves me where I am and is for my 
good, now and in the future, that He is with me and empowers me to 
do hard things. While I may feel confused about how to reconcile His 
promises with my pain, I know that God weeps with me and would 
love to celebrate with me. I believe that for the Christ follower, hope is 
always a good idea and will never disappoint. I believe that so deeply. 
I just so rarely live that way.

In Numbers 27:1–10, we are introduced to 
the five daughters of Zelophehad. Zelophehad 
had died, and it was customary, in this time, 
that the inheritance would be passed to his 
sons. But he had no sons— only his five daugh-
ters who were granted few rights and privileges 
in those days. The five daughters were terrified 
that they would be left with no inheritance 
and, therefore, no provision as their father had died and they had no 
brothers.

In a defining moment of courage, the women decided to approach 
the tabernacle entrance— a place of judgment by leaders and the place 
where the Judge of all the earth stood. They bravely appealed to the 
God they trusted to be a fierce defender to the defenseless, the father-
less, and the widow. The five daughters’ hope was in God Himself, even 
above the law that they were taught to obey— a law that offered them 
little protection. Moses brought the women’s appeal before the Lord 

There is a 
difference 
between feelings 
being real 
and feelings 
being true.
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and God granted them the justice they sought. Their courage not only 
granted them their father’s inheritance but permanently changed the 
law for people whose circumstances might also leave them vulnerable. 
Zelophehad’s five daughters chose faith in God over fear based on their 
own personal experience. What was my dread costing me? What was I 
missing out on as I acted on my fear instead of my faith?

Elbows resting heavily on the countertops, I took a deep drink of 
my tea, and for the first time, my eyes took notice of a hand- painted 
wooden sign hanging above Blair’s kitchen window.

“Has that sign always been there?” I asked incredulously. Clearly 
no one marched into the kitchen and nailed it to the wall while we 
had been talking, but I had been in Blair’s house enough times to be 
surprised that I hadn’t noticed it before.

She nodded slowly, curious about my curiosity.
The sign read, “What if it’s actually going to be okay?”— a ques-

tion that interrupted my worry and assumptions about the future I had 
voiced just minutes before. Tears trailed down my face, unbidden. I 
chewed the inside of my cheek as I thought hard about this question, 
as if the cute wooden sign actually expected an answer. This question 
felt like an affront to my fear and hopelessness, and I suddenly realized 
that my apprehension and self- protection had been quite wound-
ing— as if someone had just flipped the lights on in a dark room and 
my eyes were adjusting to the scene before me.

The stories I had been telling myself— the stories that attempted 
to warn me that joy is dangerous and would leave me hurt— were 
draining the delight out of my days. The colors of my joy had become 
muted and the texture of my celebration, dull. These tales emptied the 
future of all wonder and filled it with worry instead. And they were 
causing doubt that put distance in my relationship with God and those 
closest to me.
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This question was like a mirror held up close to my face and, in 
many ways, it was difficult to look at the person I had become. When 
someone shared their belief in me as a therapist and my ability to have 
a thriving career, my internal response was, That would be nice  .  .  . 
Each time I became pregnant, friends would tell me they couldn’t wait 
to hold this baby in their arms. I smiled and hopefully said something 
gracious, but inside I was thinking, I hope you can  .  .  . Loved ones 
would share verses that offered comfort and hope as I struggled to 
dream. I wanted to believe those words were for me, but in an effort 
to protect myself I would think, Those statements are true for them but 
probably not for me.

I was ever ready with a sarcastic rebuttal for anyone who tried to 
celebrate with me. And admittedly, I was judgmental of those who 
enjoyed the experiences I wanted so desperately for myself. I often wore 
an attitude that said, “Must be nice!” considering the reasons I felt I 
was more deserving. I had become emotionally independent, unwill-
ing to be vulnerable with how much I was hurting and how deep my 
desire was to turn to a new chapter in my story.

Reading the question What if it’s actually going to be okay? grieved 
me as I began to consider that much of the pain I had experienced in 
the last decade of my life was not only the sting of the loss itself but 
also my refusal to embrace joy. Many of the missed opportunities, 
losses, and relational disconnection and tension came as a result of 
my inability to celebrate moments of progress, yeses, beauty in the 
present, and connection with people I loved. I don’t want to look 
back on my life— my beautiful, wonder- filled, God- given life— and 
realize that I’ve mostly missed it while I was busy preparing for the 
worst.

I once came alongside a client who suffered from crippling anxi-
ety. He was a young man in his early thirties who had experienced a 
great deal of professional success. Yet, despite the overwhelming evi-
dence of his talent and competency, he approached each project and 
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opportunity with absolute convic-
tion that this time he would surely 
fail. He never enjoyed or celebrated 
any of the victories or accolades he 
experienced and lived in constant 
fear of his imagined impending 
failure. When I highlighted this 
pattern of pain and pondered what 
this cyclical habit was costing him, 

he simply said, “It’s probably costing me a lot of peace and definitely 
a lot of joy. But Nicole, one of these days, I’m going to fail and I’ll be 
ready for it.”

What has your pain cost you? Perhaps as you grew up, the people 
who were supposed to stay kept leaving. As a result you feel chron-
ically abandoned and you allow yourself to depend on no one and 
are always ready to reject someone before she can reject you. Maybe 
you’ve made the mistake you swore you would never make, either 
against yourself, or someone else. So, you walk around believing that 
you are less valuable or even worthless, that Jesus has covered others’ 
transgressions but not the one as significant as yours, and you can’t 
possibly allow yourself to be the recipient of good. And you certainly 
would never allow yourself to celebrate them. Maybe relationships 
keep breaking in your life— people have called it quits when commit-
ment felt difficult— and you’ve never seen anyone fight for something 
good and right. In turn, you’ve never learned to stay in the ring and 
advocate for yourself or fight for connection in your relationships. It’s 
easier to walk away than to face difficult conversations or to sit in your 
pain long enough to let it become your teacher. Or, possibly, you’ve 
never known a day without physical pain— at least not one you can 
remember. And because of this, you’ve assumed you were disqualified 

I don’t want to look back 
on my life— my beautiful, 

wonder- filled, God- 
given life— and realize 
that I’ve mostly missed 

it while I was busy 
preparing for the worst.
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from living a full life. A life of purpose and 
meaning feels off- limits to you because of your 
own limitations.

Hope is not a denial of the cost. It hon-
ors the painful reality but does not fall to fear 
because it knows that what we can see is not 
all there is. Hope celebrates God’s promises and delights in what is 
possible with Him.

I looked at Blair with a new realization. My question was an echo 
but it felt fresh and new to me. “What if it’s actually going to be okay?” 
I asked aloud.

“Oh sweetie,” she says with compassion, hope, and just enough 
gumption, “what if it’s wonderful?”

Hope celebrates 
God’s promises 
and delights in 
what is possible 
with Him.
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Broken Toys

Courage is the most important of all the virtues, because 
without courage you can’t practice any other virtue 
consistently. You can practice any virtue erratically, but 
nothing consistently without courage.

Maya Angelou

“HI, HONEY! WELCOME TO TEXAS!” The flight attendant’s tone was as sweet 
as her words as I deplaned my flight. She wore a bright smile with big 
hair, which appeared to be styled with the goal of reaching just a little 
closer to heaven. Despite my many trips south over the last few years, 
the warmth and enthusiasm of the Southern people always took me by 
pleasant surprise. I smiled and thanked her as I peeled off my down 
coat. As I did, a pregnancy test flew out of my pocket and onto the 
floor. I had forgotten I had it with me and was hoping the woman 
didn’t notice, but as I glanced in her direction, she smiled again and 
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said, “Good luck with that, sugar.” I smiled, cheeks blushing with 
embarrassment, but accepted the goodwill.

Would it help if I styled my hair like hers? I wondered.
Most of my counseling work takes place in a small rectangular 

office above a pharmacy and a fish market in Connecticut. A few 
times a year, my work takes me south to the land of award- winning 
barbeque, sweet tea, and incomparable hospitality. This time to Texas. 
In addition to my weekly counseling clients, I work for an organization 
called the Hideaway Experience— a marriage intensive ministry in 
which my co- therapist and I work with a group of four to five couples 
over the course of four days. I once shared about the Hideaway with 
a friend of mine and after hearing about group marital therapy she 
announced, “That makes my armpits sweaty.” It might sound intimi-
dating, but I tell you with conviction that it is the most transforming, 
miracle- infused four days. I consistently return physically drained but 
emotionally and spiritually filled.

This particular trip was both a retreat and a training, a gath-
ering to connect with other Hideaway staff members, to tell stories 
of breakthrough and God’s faithfulness, and to hone our skills and 
think creatively about how we could better serve the couples who cou-
rageously show up to the intensives with frayed hope and pleading 
prayers. My mentors, Terry and Sharon, led most of the training por-
tion and I loved learning from them.

Trainings for counselors are unique in that most of the time we 
don’t sit and passively learn information or participate in exercises that 
allow us to discern our strengths and weaknesses or understand team 
dynamics. Instead, we often vulnerably share about ourselves— our 
family of origin, our deepest emotional pain, or the facets of our lives 
that remain raw and unresolved.

For one particular exercise, we were focused on metaphors. 
If harnessed correctly and used appropriately, metaphors can be a 
powerful tool in expanding insight, deepening truth, and enlarging 
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possibility— similar to the way that Jesus used parables. The group 
had spent some time listening to one another’s life experiences and we 
were now tasked with voicing any metaphor that came to mind as we 
reflected on the personal stories that had been shared in the group.

I listened from the outer circle as metaphors were assigned to 
others’ stories. Some were humorous. Others added nuance to a seem-
ingly simple exchange. And several served to name pain and expand 
possibility in the midst of difficult feelings and circumstances. I was 
mostly quiet, listening and learning, engrossed in story.

Deep in my observation, I was surprised when the man sitting 
in front of me— a colleague I hardly knew— turned to face me. The 
group was silent, attentive to this exchange.

“Nicole,” he began as my eyes locked on his. “I realize I don’t 
know you well, but I can’t shake a metaphor I keep thinking about as 
I reflect on your story of loss.” He hesitated again. “Particularly your 
loss around miscarriage and how unsafe it has felt for you to hope and 
to celebrate. Anyway, I wanted to get your permission before I shared.”

This exercise was a vulnerable one, but I knew this group to be 
safe and I instinctively trusted this man’s understanding gray eyes. I 
nodded my consent for him to continue, both eager and uneasy.

“I have this picture of you as a little girl. It’s Christmas morning 
and you are presented with a beautifully wrapped gift. I can see the 
anticipation and excitement on your face as you imagine what might 
be inside. You eagerly untie the bow and open the box and the toy is 
broken. It is clear you feel grateful for the gift and love the toy but 
feel heartbroken that you can’t enjoy it in the same way you hoped 
you would.”

To me, the “broken toys” were not the babies or even the pregnan-
cies. They were the unmet expectations, the disappointment, and the 
grief that characterized this season. The broken toys were my broken 
dreams. My eyes misted. I gave a subtle nod and whispered, “Yes, 
that’s it exactly.”
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The exercise was working.
He wasn’t done. “Then you are presented with another exquisitely 

wrapped present,” he said. “You feel excited to delight in whatever is 
inside and you lift the lid of the box to discover another broken toy.”

The mist of tears collected into pools on the rims of my eyes.
“It’s confusing and it feels easier to not carry any expectation or 

excitement about what’s inside the boxes,” the man continued.
I nod, offering a faint smile— gratitude for his compassion for me 

and thankfulness for his courage to help me better understand what I 
thought was understood all along.

My mentor, who was leading this activity from the front of the 
room, continued what my colleague started. “What do you do with 
the broken toys, Nicole?” he asked.

I paused, considering his question carefully. Certainly, I wished 
the toys weren’t broken. The contents of the box were different than 
I imagined and required emotional adjustment upon opening them. 
But at the same time, they felt too precious and significant to discard. 
I couldn’t play with the presents in the traditional ways, and I grieved 
what could have been and was not, but they were still gifts to me. 
Though broken, they were priceless.

Yes, healing was required for the brokenness, but the brokenness 
was also healing me in important ways. I had found many treasures 
in the wake of missed expectations and hope deferred. I will never call 
the pain itself good. God is not the author of our suffering, and I don’t 
believe He asks us to see it that way. Life doesn’t have to be hard to be 
holy. But I’ve learned to let pain mold me into something new. The 
learning had required healing and time. But with these broken toys 
came precious lessons that can only be truly realized in the context of 
pain. I’ve learned to hold unmet expectations and keep my heart open 
to possibility. I’m practiced in searching for new growth springing 
from dreams that have been scorched by disappointment. I’ve trained 
my eyes to see joy woven through a story I would never have been 
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brave enough to write for myself. And I have discovered that delight 
is indeed infused in that story too.

I have a different relationship with God than I did before. There’s 
an intimacy between the two of us that’s been forged from heartache. I 
no longer see His blessing as a reward that is given on the other side of 
a good performance. I see His gifts as a reflection of His goodness and 
grace, instead of a prize for my own goodness and grit. And this grace 
has changed me. I am more tethered to what matters. I now know the 
inimitable joy of connecting deeply with God and others instead of 
trying to get them to clap for me.

The disciple Peter came to know this joy through his pain too. On 
the night before Jesus’ death, Jesus told His disciples— His friends— 
that they would fall away from Him. This statement felt far outside 
the realm of possibility in the light of the disciples’ love for Jesus. 
Peter was sure he’d be the one, that even if everyone else scattered, 
he would never fall away from Jesus. But Jesus gently corrected him 
and told Peter that, in fact, Peter would deny Jesus not once but three 
times before the rooster crowed that very day. It happened just as Jesus 
said it would. Peter denied association with Jesus and each time he 
did so, scripture tells us he was standing next to a charcoal fire (John 
18:18 esv).

The detail of the charcoal fire is seemingly insignificant until we 
understand the end of the story. Again, the Bible doesn’t tell us exactly 
why Peter returned to his work on a fishing boat. But we know our 
human tendency is to bend toward our old ways in our brokenness. 
Peter’s pain led him back toward his past, where he was a fisherman.

Later, after Jesus’ death and resurrection, He reappeared to a 
group of His disciples who were fishing on a boat. Standing on the 
shore, Jesus called out to them and asked them if they’d caught any 
fish. When the disciples replied no, He told them to throw their nets 
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on the right side of the boat (John 21:6). When they did so, their nets 
were instantly full of fish. One of the disciples turned to Peter and 
exclaimed, “It is the Lord!” (v. 7 niv). As soon as Peter heard this, he 
leaped into the water toward Jesus. Jesus invited Peter and the rest of 
the disciples to enjoy a breakfast with Him, cooking over a charcoal 
fire. During their conversation, Jesus asked Peter “. . . do you love me?” 
three times (vv. 15–17 niv). And when Peter said yes, Jesus told him 
to feed His sheep. The relationship was restored.

The Bible does not call this a scene of celebration, but there are a 
few details that help us infer it as such. First, Peter’s reckless abandon-
ment in his pursuit of Jesus when he recognized Him is a clear outward 
expression of his internal joy and profound love for his friend and 
Savior. Second, the role of food in community and festivity is consist-
ent in Scripture and this reunion was no exception. Finally, Scripture 
intentionally mentioned that this restoration of relationship took place 
by a charcoal fire (v. 9 esv)— the common thread in Peter’s three 
denials. Peter’s place of brokenness became his place of restoration.

My pain is precious to me. My place of brokenness has become my 
place of restoration. The broken toys and the scars on my heart tell an 
important story about who God is and who I am as His daughter, just 
as the scars on Jesus’ hands tell an essential story about our identity 
as God’s cherished children. I’ve learned to sit easily in my suffering 
because it’s where I’ve seen Jesus the clearest and felt His presence 
the closest. I’ve grown accustomed to looking for the face of God in 
seasons with constant vigilance, more prayer requests, and phone calls 
that deliver bad news. Would I recognize God in the light? Would 
I find Him standing close to me? I knew Jesus to be present in my 
sorrow. Would He stay for my celebration? My pain had drawn me 
close to God, and I had to wonder what would keep us together in the 
midst of my joy.

Releasing my vision for how my life was supposed to be allowed me 
to see God’s provision more clearly. Pain had allowed me to recognize 
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Christ as my only enduring hope. I became more deeply acquainted 
with His character and learned to seek comfort in His presence. In the 
midst of stormy circumstances, I had found God to be my unmova-
ble anchor. Would joy leave me unmoored? Would I know this hope 
without the heartache?

In this way, the broken toys have been an avenue of peace and 
joy in my life. Also, my brokenness had deepened my connection 
with others. My story has provided a welcome mat for others to share 
their own experiences too, offering safety that often takes years. 
Strangers talk to me like a friend, trusting that at least on some level, 
I understand.

I looked up from the f loor where I pictured that box of broken 
toys. After several seconds of pause, considering his question— 
“What do you do with the broken toys, Nicole?”— I looked at my 
mentor and said, “Though I am heartbroken, I learn to play with 
broken things.”

I am good at playing with broken things. I like this about myself. 
I am grateful for my ability to survive and even thrive in the most 
unlikely of circumstances. Others have praised me for my strength and 
it feels difficult to imagine my tenacity without the struggle. Being 
the girl who can do hard things had shaped my identity in critical 
ways over the last several years. So much so that I earned the moniker 
Seabiscuit after the movie about a horse of the same name who was an 
underdog hero of sorts during the Great Depression. I felt proud of this 
nickname. I did not love the suffering, but I loved being considered 
strong and I enjoyed feeling brave. Though untrue, in some ways, it 
felt like my pain was the most interesting thing about me.

While I longed for my dreams to be fulfilled, I wondered about 
the usefulness of perfectly intact toys in my life. I worried that “per-
fect” is nice to look at, but it wouldn’t move me, grow me, or challenge 
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me to think. How could beautiful, unblemished toys have as much to 
teach me as the broken ones did?

I also worried about my ability to connect with other people. 
Would I remain a trusted friend in the midst of joy and celebration? 
We talk about the “struggle being real.” Would my joy feel inauthen-
tic? Did others find it easier to love me with my pile of broken toys?

Also, the broken toys felt easier to play with because they were 
known. Playing with something that was already broken felt safer than 
feeling afraid to love something that might break. No one enjoys grief, 

but I knew what to do with it. Joy felt like 
an unchartered channel of disappointment. 
Expecting heartache took away the element 
of surprise. I both longed for and feared 
receiving a different gift. What if I found the 
courage to hold a gift only to have it shatter 
in my hands?

Conversations with clients and friends 
over the years tell me that I am not alone in 
my fears surrounding celebration. Waiting 

for life to betray us and expecting disappointment is common among 
people who have experienced any level of trauma. When the trauma 
has yet to see resolve, many of us become hypervigilant to signs of 
trouble— even potential trouble. Here, it is impossible to celebrate 
because we are always focused on the looming doom. This hyper-
vigilance is often successful in convincing us that preparing for the 
worst- case scenario is the most prudent choice. Your particular brand 
of struggle may or may not overlap with mine. Not one of us is immune 
to hardship in this life. You know what it’s like to take a blow that 
makes it a little more difficult to rise to delight in your days and look 
to the future with an expectant gaze. Maybe you felt your performance 
was never good enough growing up, and you live with the expectation 
that others will always be disappointed in you. Perhaps your family has 
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experienced unimaginable tragedy and the future feels treacherous. 
When you receive good news, you assume disaster is lurking around 
the corner waiting to pull gladness from your grasp. Or possibly, as a 
child, you were given the message that you were insignificant. When 
opportunities arise, you expect to be overlooked. You may even hide, 
assuming you wouldn’t be chosen anyway. Our stories are unique, 
but many of us have experienced the same pain that makes us more 
hesitant to trust joy. Most of us can recall a moment, person, or cir-
cumstance that complicated our relationship with celebration.

As I reflect on those words spoken to me in Texas, I recognize 
that not only was I accustomed to broken things but also the disap-
pointment and heartache were the only places I expected to meet God. 
Through that exercise, I realized that I had 
mistakenly begun to see joy and celebration as 
experiences that can only be found on the far 
side of a long struggle, if at all.

I have not often prayed to a God who is 
eager to celebrate with me— not because this 
isn’t true of Him but because I don’t often 
include joyous celebration as part of His char-
acter. Now, I’m wondering if we’ve drained all the humor, delight, and 
fun out of our ideas about Christ and the Christ follower. I’m afraid 
we are missing the image of God with His arms around us at the 
beach bonfire, slapping his knee in laughter when we say something 
humorous. Do we see Him crying tears of joy when He watches the 
look on our faces as we open one of His gifts? Do we worship a God 
who is like this?

I once worked with a woman in her mid- twenties in my coun-
seling practice who recalled a picture that hung in a prominent place 
in her father’s office— a pencil sketch of a laughing Jesus. “I remember 
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it because it is such a different picture than the images of Jesus I was 
often presented with in other places,” she said. “That picture helped 
me understand Him differently. I wonder why we don’t picture God 
like that more often.”

When I think about the marks on the heart of someone who has 
put her trust in Jesus, a few characteristics come to mind readily: 
remaining hopeful in the midst of struggle, honoring others above 
ourselves, embracing and showing love to people that the world has 
decided are insignificant or inferior, being Christ- dependent and 
humble in triumph. But someone who celebrates? Seldom do I list this 
among qualities of Christ- like character. Rarely, if ever, have I regarded 
celebration as essential to the Christian life. But what if the discipline 
of delight is also important to my growth as a follower of Christ?

Yes, God’s purpose for us is worked out in messes, storms, and 
struggles. But what if it is also worked out in our dreams, our cele-
brations, and our delighted joy?

The remainder of the training passed quickly and I soon found 
myself back at the airport. I had shared a ride with several of my col-
leagues who scheduled earlier flights than I did and had ample time to 
kill in front of the flickering neon sign of a TCBY frozen yogurt shop.

I had promised myself I wouldn’t take the pregnancy test that 
sat heavy in my pocket until I was sure what the answer would be. 
After years of grief, I felt that stick was unlikely to be the bearer of 
good news.

Perhaps it would not be wise to take the test without Jimmy 
nearby. Weathering the disappointing end of another hopeful month 
alone seemed foolish. On the other hand, my expectations were low 
and it was something to do. After all, it was in my coat pocket. How 
much can a no hurt if you’ve learned to never expect a yes?

I took the test in a tiny stall of an airport bathroom with my knees 
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pressed up against my suitcase. I waited in the same position, some-
what distracted by the chatter from the other side of the bathroom 
stall door from passengers reapplying makeup and talking about how 
airplanes always make their skin dry.

I looked down at the test balancing on my knees. Two positively 
pink lines. Did I dare celebrate?


